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Vehicles on extraterrestrial surfaces naturally operate in partly unknown environments. Such a feature,             

combined with the cost-imposed infeasibility of repeating a mission, creates a need for a vehicle to learn                 

about the environment during its mission, presenting a major challenge to the available planning              

methods. Currently, learning is performed in an ad hoc manner by a human operator who relies on prior                  

experiences, observations obtained during the mission, and intuition to ensure the vehicle remains safe              

and performs its task. While there exist formal algorithms for autonomous learning during a single               

mission run (see, e.g., [1], [2]), these algorithms do not make use of information available from previous                 

or parallel missions, and thus result in a prohibitively large amount of time needed to learn. 

 

The topic of this research opportunity lies within a broader effort to exploit prior and side information                 

available to an autonomous vehicle to improve learning and planning processes. In particular, as shown               

in [3], knowledge of similarities between vehicle dynamics at different areas of the surface leads to a                 

significant increase in the learning speed. Such knowledge may come from a prior complementary              

mission (e.g., a low-resolution map from an orbiter), or can be deduced from observations of terrain                

features made during the mission by the vehicle’s sensors. 

 

The student will contribute to the ongoing effort by creating a broad study to validate the proposed                 

algorithms. The student’s particular objectives will be to:  

(i) design and implement – in MATLAB, Python, or other programming language of choice – a                

large-scale scenario of an autonomous vehicle operating on a lunar or Martian surface, with              

realistic vehicle dynamics and task specifications, 

(ii) apply, in a computationally efficient way, the learning algorithms proposed in recent [3] and               

ongoing work, and compare the outcomes to previously proposed algorithms, 

(iii) explore a novel learning method that takes into account constraints on the energy consumption               

of the autonomous vehicle’s actuators or sensors. 

 

During the study period, the student will gain and apply knowledge of reinforcement learning and               

optimal control in the context of Markov decision processes [4]. The student will be expected to                

research literature and engage with collaborators to develop a realistic model of an extraterrestrial              

ground mission, employ programming skills to implement learning algorithms in a computationally            

efficient way, and use mathematical intuition and knowledge to consider a possible extension of the               

current work to energy-constrained autonomous vehicles. 
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